The draft national module for Latvia in the field of ethics and regulation of health research involving human participants

The draft national module for Latvia, prepared by Mr. Vents Silis and Mr. Ivars Neiders, was reviewed and approved by the Central Medical Ethics Committee (CMEC) on its scheduled meeting on 9 December, 2013.

Participants of the meeting:
1. Rinalds Mucins - State Secretary of the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Latvia, Chair of CMEC;
2. Oskars Skrodeles - Priest of Evangelical Lutheran Church of Latvia;
3. Olafs Brūveris - Chair of Ethics Committee of Riga Stradins University;
4. Anda Lapina - Member of Latvian Pharmacist Society;
5. Ivars Ūpis - Member of Latvian Medical Association;
6. Nellija Janauss - Representative of Union of Professional Organisations of Medical Practitioners of Latvia;
7. Jānis Šipols - Representative of Institute of Experimental and Clinical Medicine of University of Latvia.
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